Clothes are a means to demonstrate wealth, status, and socio-religious hegemony. Practices of consuming and exchanging clothing enhance or lower one's status by displaying and creating taste and capital. In Guyana, many Hindus relate charitable clothing distributions exclusively to Christian missions. They commonly state that the distribution of used clothing is a means to convert Hindus to Christianity. While indeed in the past only Christians were able to conduct such distributions due to their links to colonial powers, today and as a result of transnational migration to North America Guyanese Hindus also organize distributions of clothing. For this purpose, migrants collect used clothes and ship them to Guyana. This article proposes that as Hindus remain a minority in Guyana, the practice of and discourse about charitable distributions are a means to counter and resist the perceived 'threat' of conversion. It demonstrates how charitable distributions thereby influence the local socio-religious hierarchy and challenge established power structures.
Introduction
Clothes have always been a means to demonstrate wealth and to contest socioreligious hierarchy in Guyana. As elsewhere, practices of consuming and exchanging clothing enhance or lower one's status by displaying one's taste and cultural as well as economic capital.1 In contemporary Guyanese society, many Hindus regard clothing donations and charitable distributions as related to Christian missions. They often interrelate Christian mission work, (used) clothing distributions, and notions of 'poverty' , and frequently describe that initially only Christians were able to conduct distributions due to their economic advantages, links to colonial powers, and role in the international secondhand clothing trade. They commonly state that the distribution of used clothing was and remains a means to convert Hindus to Christianity and to consolidate Christian dominance, and criticize the fact that Christians refer to such charitable donations as 'gifts from Jesus. ' Recently and in the course of transnational migration to North America, Guyanese Hindus have initiated the charitable distribution of clothing 'back home.' For this purpose, used clothes are collected by migrants and are then shipped to Guyana. This article proposes that the discourse about and the implementation of such clothing distributions may be regarded as a means to counter the perceived 'threat' of conversion. It demonstrates how charitable distributions influence the local socio-religious hierarchy and challenge established power structures, and how these are linked to (diasporic) Hindu nationalism. The findings are based on a multi-sited ethnography, consisting of participant observation and ethnographic interviews conducted between 2011 and 2013 in Berbice, Guyana, and New York City, usa. The purpose of this anthropological fieldwork was to analyze the material culture of clothing in Hindu ritual and the performative (re)construction of Indian ethnic identity through dress in transnational Guyanese networks.2
The 'Threat' of Conversion and the Discipleship of Christianity
Many of my Guyanese Hindu informants frequently stated that Hinduism is the 'best way' of worshipping. For example, Seeram,3 who is a 58-year-old cane worker from Berbice, argued that Hinduism is the oldest and therefore the 'truest' of all religions, pointing to Hinduism as the most 'authentic' religion in the world. Seeram, who lives with his wife and family in a self-built, wellkept, working-class house in the Guyanese countryside, frequently described himself to be a convinced and 'stand' (staunch) Hindu, never to be converted to any other religion. Having lived with him and his family for a period of over seven months, he had become one of my key informants and a gatekeeper to the local community, as he held a respected position in a local religious organization. He usually explained that Christians had stolen their texts from ancient Hindu scripture, indicated that the Bible's New Testament is evidence of this, and asked what Jesus did during the 'eighteen missing years.'4 According to him, Jesus had spent these years in India, in the Himalayas, where he had received his spiritual education and had learned the principles of his future preaching from Hindu gurus and ascetics. Thus, according to Seeram, Christian principles are not necessarily wrong, but Hindu scriptures inevitably remain older, hence are more 'pristine' and 'authentic.' Seeram's argument is part of a general discourse among Berbician Hindus on the basis of which they claim both equality and superiority for their religion relative to Christianity. This theory, expressed not only by Seeram but by numerous other informants who renegotiate their and their community's status in the wider context of Guyanese society, has to be contextualized within the discourse of 'same, but different.'5 This discourse forms one of the major aspects in the socio-religious stratification of Guyanese society, as discussed in detail later.
The history and development of Hinduism in Guyana has been influenced by syncretism and exchange with Christianity and Islam, as well as inferiorization, proselytization, and stigmatization processes. Both Guyanese Hinduism and Islam have to be considered as ethnic religions,6 meaning that the vast number of Guyanese Hindus and Muslims consider themselves to be part of an ethnic group defined as 'Indian,' whose members construct their identity on the basis of an (alleged) descent from Indian indentured laborers.7 These were people shipped to the Caribbean from British India between 1838 and 1917 to work on sugar plantations after the abolition of slavery in the British Empire.8 Of the indentured laborers who arrived between 1874 and 1917 in British Guiana, 84.4 per cent were Hindu, 15.1 per cent were Muslim, and a mere 0.1 per cent were Christian.9 As discussed elsewhere, Guyanese Hindu and Muslim socioreligious practices represent and performatively (re)create this 'Indian' identity today. 10 Despite the high numbers of Hindus within Guyana's Indian community, Hinduism in Guyana has always been a minority religion, with Christianity forming the dominant religion. From the perspective of the colonial British Adventists during the 1880s.17 The Anglican Church and the Canadian Presbyterian Mission directed their work toward Indian indentured laborers after these started to settle permanently in British Guiana.18 Other Protestant denominations as well as the Catholic church focused on 'African' and 'Amerindian' (indigenous) populations. Christian churches considered it necessary to keep the 'races' apart, even in churches, and divided the mission work along these socially constructed racial lines. This strategy was part of the divide-and-rule policy of the British colonizers, planters, and missionaries, which was aimed at the separation of the colonized groups to maintain control over a population that otherwise might have united and subverted the colonizers.19 Up until today, various evangelical groups as well as Hindu and Muslim missions have continued their missionary work, heavily impacting ethnic identity formation and group cohesion. Although they do not necessarily declare their work as proselytizing or countering conversion, the majority of my Hindu informants interpret mission work -and to a certain extent also development work -in terms of proselytization efforts, and suggest that there are underlying, tacit motives among organizations and/or their volunteers and employees. Despite their efforts, only a minority of Hindus and Muslims were proselytized in British Guiana.20 A large number of those Hindus who did convert became nominal Christians and continued to practice Hindu rituals alongside Christian practices.21 Most Hindus did not readily adopt a different socioreligious value system, as their religious traditions provided them with a means to maintain and create stability in a mostly foreign environment and, of course, were something they believed in. Still, to acquire and maintain a higher social status in colonial society, a person and his or her family were required to be Christian. Stigmatized as 'uncivilized,' most Guyanese Hindus considered conversion as the only possibility for upward social mobility and to acquire social, economic, and cultural capital. The Hindu community instigated sanctions against such converts, however, as conversion was regarded as threat- ening group solidarity and the continuity of traditions.22 In this context, the terms 'rice-Christians' and 'belly-Christians' were applied, describing people who 'embraced that [Christian] faith for material gain.'23 I have encountered such labels in contemporary Guyana, where my informants often assumed that a convert must have hoped for some sort of financial or material gain through conversion. For example, Seeram explained that some of the Christian churches would 'walk around' and 'offer' money if a person converted to their faith. Sewing classes, he and others further explained, offered for women and supposedly directed at all 'races and religions,' were viewed suspiciously and Hindu informants indicated hidden proselytization motives. 'They only teach and lend sewing machines to those who are or become Christian,' my informants would usually tell me in informal conversations, although, upon inquiry, these fears and accusations were refuted by humanitarian or faith-based organizations conducting those classes. The majority of Guyanese Hindus continue to perceive conversion as hypocrisy, treason, and betrayal of ancestral traditions. It is seldom considered to be based on a change of belief. Over the past twenty years the need to convert in order to achieve upward social mobility has decreased, however -a development linked, for example, to Indian cultural revitalization and to the governmental rule of the allegedly Guyanese 'Indian' political party ppp/c between 1992 and 2015.
Contesting Socio-Religious Hierarchy
Certainly, Hindus have not passively accepted the stigmatization of their traditions but have actively been challenging it, and consequently contest the established socio-religious hierarchy. They emphasize the sophistication, morality, and authenticity of their traditions in relation to Christianity. though they are 'essentially' the same. He elaborated that the same god has created and 'designed' different names, rituals, and scriptures according to the environment people live in, similarly to the creation of plants and animals. He stated: 'Now, god had prepared the world in such a way that some places in the world … some things grow and some other part things nuh grow!'24 From this deterministic perspective, rituals and religions are adapted according to environmental conditions and locally available resources. If a Hindu offers flowers during a puja to the deity, this is possible because he or she has access to large quantities of flowers; hence 'Hindu religion' was 'designed' for an Indian locality. In a Euro-American environment, where there are winter seasons and flowers do not grow in abundance, god designed rituals differently according to these 'conditions.'25 Similar interpretations have been documented by the anthropologist Brackette Williams, whose Guyanese informants described how each 'race' has been given a set of ritual practices 'through which that race can best communicate with the Supreme.'26 Accordingly, to Seeram and others, religious practices are based on the race or ethnic group of a devotee.27 Thus, even in the course of migration, my informants may not find it necessary to adapt to the local rituals that fit best to this environment. As the race of a person influences the best mode of communication with a god, he or she cannot simply discard his or her traditional rituals in a new environment. From this perspective, a white British planter could best communicate with god in a Christian way even though he or she was no longer residing in Great Britain, one of the regions for which Christianity had been designed. An Indian, similarly, could best communicate with a Hindu god or Allah. The conversion of Hindus to Christianity is thus considered to be more than a 'selling out' or betrayal of traditions, as it implies a loss of spiritual agency, since conversion may imply a regression in the ability to communicate with the Supreme.
From this perspective, all deities are 'essentially' the same, yet different ways of praying have to be acknowledged. This discourse of 'same, but different' on the one hand promotes equality, draws attention to transcultural exchange processes or common origin, and often serves as a status leveler in inter-religious dialogue. However, depending on context and according to varying intentions, 24 Seeram, interviewed by the author, Berbice, Guyana, March 2, 2013. 25
The fact of not having enough flowers to offer during puja is one of the most frequently expressed complaints and causes of distresses for Guyanese Hindus in the North American diaspora, and is therefore a topic frequently addressed even in Guyana. on the other hand this statement also leaves space for hierarchization. 'Same, but different' may be applied to claim the superiority of Hinduism over Christianity, to hierarchize the described ways of praying. This is achieved, for example, by describing the Christian 'theft' of Hindu scripture, as expressed through the 'Jesus in India' theory, discussed in the beginning of this article. This theory is a common narrative that implies not only a moral inferiority on the part of Christians but also designates Jesus' (and hence also Christian) gnosis as dependent on Hindu philosophy. When Guyanese Hindus emphasize that Christianity has developed largely from Hindu teachings, this does not devalue Christianity as wrong, but rather puts it in a juvenile state or on a lower level of 'truth.' Still, Hindus find it necessary to frequently explain and defend their concepts. They have appropriated and adapted specific terms such as 'church' and 'altar' to address and indicate the meaning and relevance of specific objects and practices towards Christians. Such 'translations' of concepts and the definition of similarity or sameness are not novel or exceptional practices, but have existed throughout the course of cultural and inter-religious contact. Historically, missionaries have searched and invented 'suitable' language to approach the local populations that they tried to proselytize. They have been actively involved in the translation and hence also transformation of religious concepts. For the Guyanese context, historian Charles Alexander Dunn refers to a program that was conducted by a Presbyterian Canadian missionary as training for catechists in 1918. Part of this program was a four-hour session titled 'Christian Terms and Hindi Equivalents.'28 Although the content of this session remains unspecified, it reveals the missionaries' need to translate Christian terms and to find 'equivalents' to make Christianity more accessible to Hindus and Muslims in British Guiana, who initially spoke a variety of languages, including dialects of Hindi. Translation strategies and the definition of equivalents have to be considered as intricate elements of contact zones. A 'contact zone,' according to linguistic and literary scholar Mary Louise Pratt, is a 'space of colonial encounters, the space in which peoples geographically and historically separated come into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict.'29 It is a zone of social spaces 'where disparate cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical relations of domination and subordi- nation …'30 Guyana, in the past and at present, has to be understood as such a contact zone, where processes of (unequal) cultural exchange, of transculturation, affect religious practices and concepts. Translation practices take place in socio-cultural hierarchies in which dominance, power, and subordination largely influence which cultural elements are transmitted, adapted, and challenged. The Hindu application of foreign words or loan-words such as 'church' may indicate and performatively recreate the dominance of Anglo-Christian culture and asymmetries of power in Guyana. When one refers to a Hindu mandir as a 'church' this may increase its status and value in contexts in which Christians form the dominant majority. It must be considered, however, that Hindus who apply the term 'church' may be aware of these processes and may not passively adapt but consciously apply this term to create equality or to declare the superiority of their religion to Christianity. According to Guyanese Hindus, mandir and church are essentially 'the same': places of worship. Yet, a mandir may be considered as a more 'authentic' institution, as they consider Hinduism to be older than Christianity. Informants frequently translated religious concepts, for instance the concept of daan, and emphasized their similarity. Daan is denoted as 'charity,' and is used as an equivalent to the Christian concept of charity, not only among lay people, but also among Hindu priests. This necessarily raises the question of whether the concepts of charity and daan refer to the same practices and ideas. At this point more research has to be conducted to understand potential conceptual differences between Christian and Hindu notions of charity. More relevant for this analysis is to focus on my informants' application of both terms as equivalents, however, as this reveals ongoing contestations of socio-religious hierarchy and power structures. I propose that defining concepts as equivalents and strategically imitating practices are means to contest and possibly subvert established structures of religious hierarchy. Hindus may perceive conceptual differences between charity and daan, yet may still declare them to be 'the same' in order to contest an established religious hierarchy. In this context, it becomes less relevant whether the practices conducted are the same or vary to certain degrees, but the capacity to conduct or strategically imitate charity forms the more important aspect in this process of contestation.
Through the practice of conducting charitable distributions, the organizing group may claim the societal position of giver, and hence create superior status. As part of gift economies, negotiations of hierarchy are intrinsic to such prac- 30 Ibid., p. 4.
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tices and distributions. When giving a gift, the giver's status rises in relation to the receiver of the gift. Only when the receiver reciprocates the gift is his or her status reconstituted. According to Marcel Mauss and classical gift exchange theory, the '[f]ailure to give or receive, like failure to make return gifts, means a loss of dignity.'31 Similarly, when alms are given in acts of charity, the giver of these alms not only benefits in terms of acquiring merit, but he or she creates or reinforces a higher status compared to the receiver. Receivers of charity are seldom in the position to reciprocate the gift, hence the practice of giving alms usually defines the receiver as poor and inferior. Of course, not all acts of charitable gift-giving are one-way transactions, and a gift of charitable goods may be reciprocated in different ways other than a direct return of material gifts. However, those of my informants who criticized and rejected the practice of Christian charitable distributions perceived these distributions as a powerful means of continued Hindu subordination, as reinstatement of Christian superiority, and thus considered them in terms of unreciprocated gift exchange. Most of my informants explained that they had never gone to charitable distributions, to the extent that they claimed no knowledge about them, stating that only 'the poor does go.' Nevertheless, they sometimes remarked that churches hand out charitable goods such as clothing from trucks and that people have to go and line up to receive them. They were eager to distance themselves from charitable distributions, to avoid being considered poor and to express an outright rejection of (Christian) charitable goods, and hence inferior status. Interestingly, to my knowledge no Christian clothing distribution took place during the period and in the region in which I conducted fieldwork. Hindu groups seemed to be the only ones conducting charitable clothing drives in Berbice, distributing used clothes that had been collected predominantly in the diaspora, as discussed later. For example, when I attended a medical outreach program of a humanitarian organization run by diasporic Guyanese Hindus, shoes were distributed among those who attended the event. Although clothing distributions, labelled as Christian, seem to have largely diminished, they continue to exist in the imaginary and memories of my informants, remaining as a tacit threat and mode of inferiorization that has to be addressed and challenged in action.32 
Conversion and the Distribution of Clothes
Part of the colonial project was the proselytization of 'heathen' populations, which included the distribution of clothing as a means to 'adequately' clothe the colonized converts and maintain power structures. Narratives of clothing distributions are almost exclusively linked to Christian missions in Guyana today, and informants frequently pronounced that, 'Christians send this clothing, and if you want it you have to become a Christian.'33 Material benefits of conversion have been documented, for example, by the Canadian Presbyterian Missionary Society, which was particularly active in proselytizing the Guyanese Indian population. According to Dunn, it provided converts for instance with '160 garments, made by the ladies' that were distributed to 'the most needy' during Christmas 1888.34 These items were handed out by a reverend in a mission school, paid for by plantation managers. Although these practices can no longer be noticed in present-day Guyana, past conversion practices linked to clothing distributions have become part of the collective memory of and general discussions among Guyanese Hindus. Opinions as to whether the distributions are/were conversion strategies, and therefore offensive, vary among individuals today. While some informants claimed these distributions to be an offense, others regarded them as a result of the efficiency and good network of Christian churches, something that should not be condemned. Indumati, a 65-year-old Hindu from Berbice, was rather unconcerned about Christian charitable distributions and stated that when Christian churches share clothing, they share it with everybody and 'nuh only Christian people.'35 She stated: 'To me since me get sense, me know Christian people ah share clothes. Because dem missionary from … Merica, dem missionary ah send it to Guyana. And Guyana ah share it.'36 Indumati, who is financial remittances but also clothes to their families and friends at 'home.' Elsewhere I describe how this clothing boom led to the development of 'grading' clothes; the practice of selecting and disposing unwanted clothes which are handed on to a friend or family member as means of disposal. As clothes may not be discarded as long as they are defined as 'wearable,' they are used to create, visualize, and materialize relationships, recreating equality as well as hierarchy in this process (S.T. Kloß, Fabrics of Indianness …, chapters 3 and 7). a pensioner and widow, living with her eldest, unmarried son in a workingclass home in rural Berbice, and whom I frequently met and interviewed as she occasionally earned money by sewing clothes, denied that Christians only share clothing among Christians to 'bribe' poor Hindus to conversion, as highlighted by others. Furthermore, she did not evaluate the distribution of used clothing negatively. Generally, like many elderly women with whom I talked, she was rather uncritical of Guyana's colonial and Christian-dominated history. Her interpretation must be contextualized in her personal life history, a life which she narrated as 'poor' and during which she may have accepted garments from clothing distributions. For instance, Indumati was able to explain that when you go to one of the clothing drives, the people who hand out the clothes -usually from a truck -would give you only one single piece, regardless how much you ask for, but nevertheless the organizers would not ask which religion you belonged to. This perspective was certainly not shared by the younger generations, who were far more critical of colonialism and Christian charity. Patsy, a 42-year-old Hindu woman and member of a temple committee, who recently married a diasporic Guyanese Catholic and who was waiting for her visa to join her husband in the usa with her two teenage children, observed that recently a lot of 'poor' people have been converting to Christianity, and interpreted this as a consequence of the 'charity' that they received from Christian institutions.37 She debated this in the company of her friends, whose vivid contributions to the conversation evoked popular Hindu discourse on Christian missionary work. Her friends immediately affirmed Patsy's statements and contemptuously named organizations they identified as Christian, such as the Guyana Red Cross. Although the Red Cross certainly does not label itself as Christian, my Hindu informants generally identify it as Christian, pointing out, for instance, that they use a cross as their symbol. They seldom differentiate between missionary, development, and humanitarian work. To them, people do not give without a purpose, or conduct charitable distributions or contribute to society without a motive. The contestation and consolidation of racial and religious hierarchy is often perceived as the objective -a suspicion that is based on the highly specific context of and the ethnically-based tensions in Guyana.
Most clothes distributed have been 'used' or 'secondhand' clothes in the past. ing trade and missionary work was consolidated, particularly after European industrialization and due to the growing availability of clothing. Referring to a British missionary magazine from 1853, historian Beverly Lemire has emphasized the role that missionaries played, 'join[ing] the ranks of those rechannelling surplus apparel' and encouraging people to donate old garments so that they could be utilized by the missions.38 She discusses how '[o]ld clothes gained international prominence as a charitable currency, part of the material arsenal of colonial projects.'39 The distribution of used clothing is a particularly effective means to reinstate the superiority and inferiority of specific groups, as 'clothing cannot simply travel up the social hierarchy'40 and especially used clothes are usually only handed downwards in social hierarchies.41 For the Indian context Lucy Norris analyzes that handing on used clothing 'allows the giver to reinforce the social distance and hierarchy of the relationship' to the receiver, particularly when these clothes are considered 'unwanted' or 'rubbish' .42 Furthermore, for a Hindu context, the 'used' status of these clothes is highly significant, as various concerns with regard to pollution and purity are involved that may even lead to perceptions of used clothing 'endangering' the receivers of charity. Most Hindus conceive of worn clothes as a potential source of pollution, for the cloth may be imbued with 'impure' substances such as bodily fluids.43 Bodies and clothing, from a Hindu perspective, are in constant exchange; they mutually influence each other.44 Certainly, used clothes may also be considered auspicious and may have the capacity to recreate intimacy or closeness. They are not necessarily interpreted as polluting, as the definition of a piece of clothing as either dirty or clean is constructed through the (unequal) relationality of giver and receiver.45 As charitable exchange does not take place within families or intimate relations, and neither are such donations handed down from a deity, they are not auspicious, but ambivalent at best.46
Being Able to Give
In Guyana, used clothes remain a 'charitable currency' linked to missionary work, a link which may be considered as a legacy of Christian missions. However, alms-giving is not particular to Christianity, but indeed is prominent in most major religious traditions. Hindus started to 'give charity' as soon as they acquired the financial means, and conduct it in 'more rightful' ways. Particularly active in the promotion of Hindu charity and directly labeling Christian charitable distributions as mission work are members of the Arya Samaj. At present, there exist various Hindu traditions in Guyana, and the Hindu community must not be understood as homogeneous. Different Hindu traditions exist, such as the mainstream Sanatan tradition, the Madras tradition (or Kali-Mai Puja), the Arya Samaj, and the International Society for Krishna Consciousness (iskcon). The Arya Samaj developed as a Hindu reform movement in colonial British India at the end of the nineteenth century and was transferred to Guyana through Arya Samaj 'missionaries' in the 1920s. The movement promotes reforms of Hindu ritual and the return to Vedic scripture, which is perceived to be the most genuine and authentic source of Hindu wisdom and knowledge.51 It proclaims, amongst other things, monotheism, in an attempt to highlight the 'civility' of Hinduism. The significance of charity among Arya Samajis was revealed to me, for example, in my seventy-minute interview with an Arya Samaji priest, Pandit Ramnarine, that revolved almost exclusively around local charitable projects. Ramnarine laid out projects such as the construction of orphanages and soup kitchens, and emphasized continuously that it is the duty of the Arya Samaj to promote such Hindu ideals.52
Scanning through Facebook posts by Hindu-Guyanese institutions and individuals in 2012, I noticed an advertisement for a 'clothing drive.'53 The post announced that clothes were to be collected in the usa, then shipped to Guyana, and distributed on the temple premises of an Arya Samaj mandir in Berbice. It specified that the distribution was directed at 'the less fortunate.' The organizer of the clothing drive was Prakash, a young Arya Samaj male in his thirties living in New York, who however frequently travels to his birthplace, Berbice. In an email conversation he explained that he engages in various charitable projects to 'enhance' the lives of Guyanese youths. Without any prompting, he described his clothing distributions as a means to counter Christian missionary work. Describing his personal grief when confronted with poverty in Guyana during his visits from New York, he wrote: While Prakash describes his distributions in terms of implementing a Hindu mode of charity or daan, he does not claim to be copying Christian modes, but instead emphasizes his better and more sophisticated form of practice. When I met him during the medical outreach and clothing distribution program in August 2015, mentioned earlier, he not only described his objective as being to benefit and contribute to the Guyanese Indian and/or Hindu community, but directly addressed the notion that he was doing it in a similar, yet differentnamely more moral -way. It may thus be argued that his practice, and the discourse 'same, but different' in this context, form modes of strategic imitation, in which practices are imitated in order to create similarity, to (consciously) maintain difference, and to claim moral superiority and power. They reflect and indicate processes of mimicry, as discussed by Homi Bhabha. According to Bhabha, mimicry includes modes of strategic imitation and is a kind of 'camouflage' .57 As a result of mimicry resemblance is created that is 'almost the same, but not quite' .58 In this process the imitator becomes a menace to the imitated Other by claiming his or her power and status while at the same time maintaining difference.
Arya Samaj charitable distributions furthermore indicate the underlying negotiations of power within the Hindu community of Guyana. Although Arya Samajis do not denote their distributions as a means to convert 'mainstream' Hindus to the (Hindu) Arya Samaj movement, intra-group hierarchies are reinstated and contested in this context. This is significant when one takes into account that the Arya Samaj is often identified as a kind of 'missionary Hinduism.'59 The link between charitable distributions, missionary work, and conversion hence persists at various societal levels and among the various Hindu groups.
The case of Prakash further indicates the influence of transnational migration on the perception of who is considered 'poor' in Guyanese society. Charitable distributions, conducted by diasporic Guyanese, (re)create the relatively higher social status of Guyanese who live in North America. Guyanese Hindus, among them numerous Arya Samajis, have migrated to Canada and the usa since the 1990s. This has influenced the perception and definition of who is considered 'poor' in Guyanese society. Other influences on practices of charitable distributions and discourse on Hindu equality/superiority among Guyanese are, for instance, diaspora-active Hindu nationalist groups from India, such as the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (vhp), and Hindutva ideology in general. These developments have to be taken into account, for they reveal how the distributions are not merely a result or legacy of past Christian mission work, but also of present-day conservative Hindu nationalist discourse.
Conclusion
As I have demonstrated in this article, denominational competition and sectarianism in a religiously diverse community fosters support for social services and charitable distributions. This is particularly the case when one religious group claims civility and sophistication on the basis of an alleged moral superiority, represented and performatively constituted by charitable distributions. As such distributions are inherently linked to hierarchization processes, defining receivers as 'poor' and 'needy,' the denials and rejections of 'gifts from Jesus' must be read as subversive acts. By accepting Hindu charitable distributions, people may contest the established socio-religious hierarchy. Similar motivations are evident in the practice of drawing analogies between the concepts of charity and daan. Daan, or 'Hindu charity,' is considered more authentic and 'older' in relation to the Christian concept. In line with the rhetoric of 'same, but different' and from the perspective of Hindus, Hindu and Christian charity are considered as essentially the same, yet perceived to be different. Drawing on interpretations that link Jesus' gnosis to India and Hinduism, Hindu charity is thus claimed to be (morally) superior to Christian charity. In this context, Hindu charity may not necessarily be considered a legacy of Christian missionary work, but rather the opposite may be the case. Having been marginalized and denied sufficient economic capital to conduct charitable distributions in the past, some Hindus now emphasize their ability to provide (better) charity to various social groups and on the basis of this claim higher social status. When considering the legacies of mission work with regard to notions of charity, one needs to critically assess the agency of the various religious groups involved. For example, while emerging Hindu practices may look like adaptations of Christian missionary practices, Guyanese Hindus cannot be considered to have passively adopted these practices. These practices may be a kind of strategic imitation or conceived as revitalizations of 'more authentic' concepts. As these concepts in practice were and are influenced by colonial Christian mission work however, charitable clothing distributions in contemporary Guyana have to be considered, at least in part, a legacy of missionary work.
